XPLG ANALYTICS AS A SERVICE
CSP & MSP New ITOA Business Portfolio

XPLG

Your Customers need an IT Data
analysis services like search,
reports, visualization, monitoring,
compliance etc.

$10 B

35%

Q3 2016

ITOA and Security
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$10 Billion by 2020 | 35% growth per Year

Cloud and MSPs must add Data
Analytics service as a core service to
their oﬀering
I’ts your customer Needs.
Your competiition oﬀer it.
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Cloud customers utilize resources
for compute, storage and more to
run business services.
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Massive volume of critical IT data is
generated continuously.
Data like logs, metrics, database
records, Network traﬃc, front-end
logs and more.
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AWS
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Customers need an IT Data
analysis services like search,
reports, visualization,
monitoring, compliance etc.

Database
Records

Data that contains valuable
insights for IT, DevOps, Business
and Security.

Currently most cloud providers
do not provide integrated cloud
native service to customers.
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The Customers purchase
products or services from 3rd
party like XpoLog, Splunk, AWS
service. Sending the data to
other repositories or AWS based
services.
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Critical data, revenues, business
and customer loyalty shift to
AWS.

You should oﬀer
Analytic Apps as a Service

XPLG
XpoLog is a leading
analytics platform
that can be
integrated to any
cloud service
provider.
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Analytics App
Marketplace.
Customizable to meet
clouds customers

Non intrusive and
automated

Integrate as core
service

Out of the box
Analytics App
Services for
CSP/MSP customers

Customers Use-Cases
Customers need an IT
data analytics uses cases
service a wide spectrum
of needs.
Customers utilizing cloud
resources to run business
applications and core IT
services generate both
standard and custom log
data.
Common service use
cases are:

IT Operations Intelligence
Applications logs
monitoring and reporting
Audit - Users and Systems
Log Data Search
Reports and Visualization
Servers Errors and Trends
Web Apps errors and
statistics

ANALYTICS
+ AS A SERVICE

Network bandwidth
Security forensics
DevOps tools
Compliance and
Regulation
Data retention

Business Projection

Partnership Model

XpoLog license pricing model is based on Data volume analyzed per day.
In the near future we will present premium analytic Apps
that will require dedicated license as well.

Simple revenue share model to minimize risk
and deployment cost.

Compute/Hosted
Instances

Cloud APP STORE

Custom integration
package
XpoLog will build custom
integration package to the
cloud app store and core
services.
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Customers Volume
usage groth

licenses, compute,
storage and bandwidth

With easy to use integrated IT Analytics solution
Customer will purchase licenses, compute,
storage and bandwidth from the cloud provider.
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1GB

0.5GB

20GB

1TB

Collection

200GB

per day

Usually customer will
start with one or two
instances ﬁrst up to
200GB and will require
additional two large
servers to run XpoLog
for every additional
200GB.

Dedicated
instancesor service
The cloud customer may
purchase dedicated
instances or service from
the cloud provider.

2 x Servers

Storage

DR

Extra

Storage

DR Services

Storage

Data retention vary
between 30 days to 6
month.
For every 1GB data
collected and stored in
the archive XpoLog will
require 0.5GB of
storage.
A customer analyzing
20GB per day with
retention of 3 month is
due to purchase 1TB of
storage.

XpoLog Analytic service
also drive sales of DR
service to protect the
collected and stored
data.

Daily average data generation
per customer can vary.
10 servers can generate
500GB per day
100 servers can generate
20GB per day.

Revenue Share

pay as you go plans
License and Service
Customers will purchase on going pay as you go plans for
monthly, quarterly or annual service.

